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Vacuum-Assisted Diecutting
Nick-Free Tooling Techniques and
Understanding the Vacuum System
Baysek Machines, Inc., Amherst, WI, USA

Thirty years ago, nick-free
vacuum-assisted diecutting did not
exist. And in the conception phase, the
process was regarded only as a niche
method for simple brown circles and
pads. The original process was ac-
complished with friction locked fin-
ished pieces and bellow cups to assist

with ejection. Baysek changed the method to
include vacuum-assisted suction cups to hold
finished pieces in the die and ejection rub-
ber to rid waste (see Diagram 1). Though still
relatively new in comparison to traditional
rotary and flatbed diecutting, the proven con-
cept has gained notoriety over the years as

Diagram 1Diagram 2
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an accredited,
valuable and viable
process for accom-
plishing simple to
complex diecutting
that traditional
diecutting methods
struggle with or fail
to achieve.

As with most
everything on the
market, advance-
ments are made as
technology allows
and this diecutting
method is no ex-
ception. Our com-
pany is grateful to
early customers for
their confidence
and trust in their
capabilities and vi-
sion, as well as to
diemakers for their
contributions in en-
hancing the pro-
cess over the last
25+ years. Today,
customers com-
monly diecut com-
plex partitions and
inner pack, to food
and beverage items
and everything in
between, including
high-end digital
print items (see Diagram 2), with Baysek ser-
vicing over 200 machines worldwide.

Process
The method begins with load-end, suc-

tion cup assemblies picking and placing
sheets onto the reciprocating flat die (see Dia-
gram 3). Registration suction cups on the lead
edge of the die hold the sheet to the die. The
die is situated on a 5° angle and is com-
pressed between two rotary anvils. The top
anvil is protected with a semi-hard cutting
sleeve. Die knife penetrates the sleeve for a
shear and angel hair free cut. Suction cups
within each die form securely hold finished
pieces in the die as it passes beneath a pneu-
matic waste removal vacuum. Small to large
waste pieces are fully automatically extracted
up the waste hood and directed to recycling.

Unload suction cup assemblies
pick and place clean, 100% pe-
rimeter-cut finished pieces onto
shipping pallets on the unload
table. Accurately counted and
stacked finished units exit the
machine ready for shipping
prep completion. The entire
process is accomplished by one
operator via a computerized
control screen.

Advantages
Clear advantages to this

vacuum-assisted diecutting
method include:

Diagram 3

Diagram 4
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• No-touch/hands-free capability (see
Diagrams 5 and 6).

• Able to fully and automatically strip
difficult interior waste (see Diagrams
7 and 8).

• High quality finished pieces with no
nicks/tags, angel hair or paper dust;
most desirable to the food and bev-
erage industry (see Diagram 4).

Diagram 5 Diagram 6

This article is reproduced with permission from the International Association of Diecutting and Diemaking’s monthly magazine, The Cutting 
Edge. The IADD is an international trade association serving diecutters, diemakers and industry suppliers worldwide. IADD profides 
conferences, educational and training programs, a monthly magazine, online resource library with hundreds of technical articles, industry 
experts to answer technical questions, publications and training manuals, recommended specifications, online used equipment marketplace, 
videos and more. IADD also presents Odyssey, a bi-annual trade show and innovative concept in technical training featuring a hands-on 
Techshop where training programs come alive in an actual working diemaking and diecutting facility inside the exhibit area. Visit 
www.iadd.org or call 1-815-455-7519 for more information.
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Diagram 7

• No hand
stripping
or need for
anci l lary
e q u i p -
ment, such
as bundle
breakers
(see Dia-
grams 9
and 10).

• One op-
e r a t o r
uses an
e a s y -
t o u c h ,
computer-
ized control screen (see Diagrams 11
and 12).

• Handles irregular and complex
shapes (see Diagram 13).

Diagram 8

Diagram 9 Diagram 10

Diagram 12

Diagram 11
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• Multiple size parts and complete job
sets on one die (see Diagram 14).

• Versatility, including handling a vari-
ety of materials, such as recycled and
warped board (see Diagrams 15 and
16); F-flute through double wall cor-
rugated; 20pt to 120pt solid/thin/chip-
board; foil/foam/printed laminates;
coated, glossy and fish board; single/
open face corrugated; corrugated tis-
sue; and more (see Diagram 17).

Diagram 13
Diagram 14

Diagram 15

Diagram 16
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Diagram 17

Diagram 18

Diagram 19

Diagram 20

Diagram 21

Tooling
The die method is different, but it is not

difficult. Baysek dies do not utilize special
tooling materials and only one single die is
required to accomplish both cutting and
stripping functions. We welcome diemaker
input as technological advancements develop.
Diagram 18 shows the tooling layout, Dia-
gram 19 the cutting die standards and Dia-
gram 20 the heights. As more worldwide
diemakers become familiar with the nick-
free, vacuum-assisted die method, the pro-
cess becomes even easier for customers to
efficiently utilize.
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Diagram 22

Diagram 23

Additional tooling parameters include:

• Standard knife is 0.937" (23.8mm)
long center bevel or serrated rule (see
Diagrams 21 and 22).

• Tubing is friction fit on the back side
of the die within routed channels (see
Diagrams 23 and 24).

• Up to 12 vacuum lines are allowed
on each side (left/right) of the die (see
Diagram 25).

• Registration suction cups are utilized
for proper sheet transfer from the
sheet stack to the die (see Diagram
26). See Diagrams 27 and 28 for more
details on suction cup placement.

• Finished part suction cups securely
hold finished pieces in each die form
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Diagram 24
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Diagram 25

Diagram 26

Diagram 28

Diagram 27

Diagram 30
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to allow full
p n e u m a t i c
waste removal
(see Diagrams
27, 28, 29 and
30).

• Maximum fin-
ished parts out
on one die is 60
(see Diagram
31).

• Our company
provides guide-
lines for suction
cup placement,
cutting die di-
m e n s i o n s ,
rubbering tech-
niques and
more (see Dia-
grams 32, 33,
34, 35, 36 and
37).

• Average die
setup is 10-15 minutes (see Diagram
38).

Diagram 31

Diagram 32

Diagram 33

Diagram 29
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Diagram 34
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Diagram 35
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Diagram 37

Diagram 36

Diecutter
The Baysek diecutter began as an all

mechanical machine. Today’s model C-170
diecutter has advanced to a servo-driven
machine, with touch screen control and re-
mote online machine diagnostics. The C-170
is a simple design with easy access and main-
tenance. The small package is floor space
friendly with no pre-feeders, bundle break-
ers or load formers. No special foundations
or floor prep for installation is required.

Nick-free, multiple-out finished pieces
(up to 60 per cycle) are shear cut, fully pneu-
matically stripped of waste, accurately
counted and neatly stacked with option of
straight stack, step stack or with tie sheet
inserts at the maximum rate of 1,800 sheets
per hour. The entire process is accomplished
by one operator via a computerized control
screen. Clean and orderly finished units exit
the machine ready for shipping preparation,
load after load (see Diagrams 39, 40, 41 and
42). 
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Dies are fabricated by diemakers all over the world
with the assistance of the detailed Baysek Die
Guidelines manual. Consulting services with
Baysek team members, designers and diemakers
are also available upon request. For more infor-
mation, visit www.baysek.com or contact Baysek
Machines, Inc. at 1-715-824-5300 or by email at
sales@baysek.com.

Diagram 38

Diagram 40

Diagram 41

Diagram 39

Diagram 42


